
The TentBox Soft Shell model is among the lightest roof tents on the market, weighing just 50kgs. The gas assisted 
opening mechanism makes it super-fast to erect and it the build quality is exceptional. It’s a really great option to turn 
any vehicle into a camper!

Ladder, camping light and memory foam mattress included
Easy to install, xing kit included

External Dimensions when closed: L225 x W142 x H30cm / L88.5 x W56 x H11.8 inches
Internal Dimensions: L200 x W120 x H91cm / L79x W47 x H35.8 inches
WWeight: 50kgs / 110lbs

The outer hood is made from a 210D rip-stop poly-oxford PU3000mm fabric. Rip-stop materials do exactly what they 
say on the tin, they prevent ripping through a special reinforcement technique. The PU3000mm means that it can 
withstand 3000mm of rain over a period of a day; to put that into context, the standard for a waterproof jacket is 
PU1500mm, so this soft shell roof tent is extremely water-proof! In addition, the hood also has a UPF of 50+, to protect 
you from the often unknown dangers of UV penetration from the sun.

TThe inner pod is made from a 190G rip-stop poly-cotton PU2000mm fabric. Again, it’s super strong and super water 
proof, for the same reasons as the outer hood.

The cover that wraps around the TentBox Soft Shell when it’s closed is made from a 600g high density PVC.

The frame is made out of Aluminium. Lightweight, 
strong, and rust-proof. Three absolute 
essentials for a roof top tent.

The TentBox Soft Shell opens and closes 
using using Air-Assisted struts. As soon as the 
rubber strap is released, it will self-erect 
almost instantly. Pulling it down is just as 
simple, and can be done in about 30 
seconds. Once you’ve got the technique 
dialled, you’ll be able to do it in even 
less time!
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The mattress is made from high-density memory foam, and for that reason is extremely comfortable. The mattress is 2 
inches thick.

The TentBox Soft Shell is insulated by the memory foam mattress, as well as the outer hood, which keeps warmth in 
when its cold, and protects you from the sun when it’s too hot.

The TentBox Soft Shell has a couple of great storage features. Not only does it have internal pockets which are great for 
storing keys, phones, wallets and other small items, but it also has two large shoe pockets that hang outside the roof 
tent, but under the other hood, ideal for keeping muddy shoes out of the inner pod, but out of the rain!

TThe TentBox Soft Shell roof tent has several windows on all sides, allowing for a truly panoramic view. Each window can 
either be fully closed, closed with a y net, or fully open. The fully open option is absolutely fantastic for taking 
unobstructed photographs.

There is one door to the TentBox Soft Shell. Depending on which way you mount the TentBox, it will either be on the 
right or left hand side of your vehicle. The ladder can be used to access the TentBox through this door.

The ladder is telescopic and made of aluminium and extends to over 2metres. It clips in securely to the base of the 
TentBox Soft Shell Roof Tent.

TThe TentBox Soft Shell is held shut using a rubber strap. The strap is secure, but also simple to release when erecting the 
roof tent. The PVC cover also ensures that the TentBox Soft Shell is secured properly, and is held in place by two in-built 
ratchet straps.

TentBox offer a 1-year manufactures 
warranty on all roof top tents. We will 
repair or replace any damage or faults 
that arise due to a manufacturing defect. 
TThis warranty does not cover damage 
caused by the user. The warranty is only 
valid if the safety and tting instructions 
are followed properly. If you're out of 
warranty, we'll still help, see below!
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